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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis we consider inventory control operations for multi-location rental sys-

tems. We consider rental systems which allow for shipments of rental items between

locations. Such shipments can be carried out in reaction to current demands, or in

anticipation of future demands. We analyze various types of network designs, and fo-

cus on optimizing the stock levels and inventory control operations for these different

types of designs. First we summarize the results for each chapter in this thesis and

then discuss the insights for theory and practice.

6.1 Summary of Results

In Chapter 2 we consider a single-echelon rental system where each rental location

is capable of carrying out lateral transshipments. We determine optimal policies

for stock positioning by using stochastic dynamic programming, and compare the

resulting policies with various policies used in practice. In the stochastic dynamic

program, we allow items to be positioned at any location. We compare this with the

fixed ownership policy, which returns each transshipped item to its original location

after the rental period, and the floating policy, which keeps each transshipped item

at the receiving location after the rental period. In experiments, the optimal policy

achieves over 30% lower costs than the fixed ownership policy. The floating policy is

capable of capturing a sizable portion of the benefits of the optimal policy, if combined

with a transshipment policy that ships from locations which have high stock levels
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compared to their demand rates.

In Chapters 3 and 4 we consider a rental system with a support depot dedicated

to low-cost storage and shipments of rental items. In Chapter 3 we assume that each

location has a given number of rental items, and whenever a location is out of stock,

the support depot ships an item. Items shipped from the support depot are returned

to the support depot after the rental period. Given this operational policy, we focus

on the tactical decision of optimizing the stock levels at the support depot and each

rental location in the system. We provide an easy-to-calculate approximation for the

costs of a given stock level, and a heuristic for determining stock levels that results in

costs within 0.2% from the optimal costs. Compared to a system with independently

operating locations, the addition of a support depot leads to significant stock pooling

and holding cost benefits, especially in case of low-demand items. Since demand

for rental products often exhibits a decreasing pattern over time, we investigate how

the optimal stock levels change when demand decreases. As expected, the optimal

stock levels make a transition from a situation with predominantly stock at the rental

locations to a situation with predominantly stock at the support depot.

In Chapter 4 there is no fixed number of rental items per location. All stock in

the system can be shared between locations via the support depot. We optimize the

operational decisions for this system. These decisions concern shipments from the

support depot to the locations, as well as taking back items from the locations to the

support depot. The shipment decisions are typically straightforward, but the take-

back decisions have several intricate aspects. First, due to the lower holding costs at

the support depot, locations may send part of their stock above a certain threshold

back to the support depot in order to reduce holding costs. Second, stock may be

taken back in anticipation of future demand at other locations. Third, stock may be

taken back in reaction to already existing backorders. We formulate a heuristic that

accounts for all these aspects and which is on average within 1% from the optimal

solution as determined by solving a Markov decision problem. In instances with

a large number of locations, reasonable performance may be achieved by setting a

base-stock level at the support depot and carrying out take-backs according to this

base-stock level.

In Chapter 5 we consider a rental system with an option to cross-dock items

between locations via the support depot. Several assumptions from Chapter 4 are

relaxed by including nonidentical cost parameters and considering empirical return


